Sow&Grow

Houseplants make holiday gifts of life
by Mardi Letson

such as a lemon cypress or a Norfolk Island pine.
Want to gift something that will improve indoor air
re you searching for a holiday gift that is beautiful,
quality? Try a pothos, peace lily or English ivy. Laura Carter
useful, healthful and locally sourced? Look no
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are also easy to grow indoors.”
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happily provide
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a fresh flavor to
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Shop says, “Dress
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up your plant by
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in water.”
of burlap with a
Want an
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elegant offering?
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A colorful lady
moss to cover the
slipper orchid
exposed soil.”
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A well-chosen
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blossom that can
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last weeks. To
endure through the
extend the show, choose a specimen that has a
bleak of winter, providing
newly opening bud.
a beautiful reminder of the lushness of warmer weather.
Love the natural beauty of our local mountain landscape?
And for the inexperienced gardener, it just might be an
Bring the feel of the outdoors inside with a dwarf conifer
introduction to a lifetime of loving plants!
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